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data-driven risk management tools

built for emerging markets

providing credit where credit is due
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EM financial crisis? 
Four themes making banks worry

Liability Mismatches Diversification Governments Risky Portfolios

Exposures to client foreign 

exchange, maturity risk

East Asia, 1997-1998

Commodities dependence, 

concentrated collateral base

U.A.E., 2008-2009

Rates tied to sovereign, 

despite different risk profile

Argentina 1998-2002

Focus on increasing assets, 

rewarded for loan volumes

Ghana, 2017-2019

Bank risks compounded by deep technology deficits, further disrupting markets
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Lack of good data = difficult, costly, 
uncompetitive funding market

Default-driven flywheel

• NPLs = high interest rates

• High rates = increased defaults

1

Banks have limited line of sight

• Manual risk management

• Credit bureaus lack timely data

2

Impacts not “merely financial”

• Demographic… deficit?

• Reverberations across economy

3

High 

Interest 

Rates

Non-

Performing 

Loans
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We use secure, internally-sourced 
data to help banks save in 3 ways

Integrate
Loan Engine and Treasury Software

Faster, easier, data-driven decision-making

Improve
Integrated Risk Management

Segment, identify, mitigate financial risks within minutes

Intermediate
Global Markets Platform

Wholesale transactions in local and global capital markets
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Our tools transform numbers into 
knowledge into action

Collect diverse 

financial and non-

financial data

Turn existing 

customer data into 

actionable insights

Powerful analytics 

for users of varying 

backgrounds

Fully-integrated 

proprietary risk 

management tools
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Addressing very real challenges
In our Ghana pilot market, we surveyed decision-makers at 50%+ of banks, built alliances with 

government leaders, and collaborated with DFIs – all express a need for Interclear’s platform 

Leaders say they need…

• Improved decision-making

• Outbound acquisition

New, creditworthy 

customers

• Quantified risk exposure

• Scenario analysis

Accurate treasury 

risk assessment

• Less interbank friction

• Global capital access

Access to global 

and local markets

… and share specific, candid stumbling blocks

“We don’t know enough about our borrowers, so we 

charge higher rates, and that increases default risk.”

“If you can provide something that lets us use our 

data to access cheaper funds, we are 100% in.”

“Banks have no line of sight on where actual balance 

sheet risks are… so we’re basically flying blind.”
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Interclear solves a $5 billion unmet 
demand in emerging markets…

Emerging / frontier banking 

technology market, 2027E

Deeper consideration based on:

• Country-specific industry dynamics

• Extent of regulatory openness

$160 billion

Credit, risk and trading 

software components

$28 billion

Initial assessment based on:

• Demand for risk management tools

• Leapfrogging physical branches

16
Key markets in Africa, 

LatAm, Emerging Asia

$5 billion
Opportunity across 

Interclear’s key markets

800+
Potential commercial 

bank partners
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Our tools meet local realities, needs

The Interclear Difference

1. Built for emerging markets

2. SaaS-based cloud solution

3. Single digital platform

4. Front, middle & back office

5. Local, global credit information

6. Onboarding, loans, risk tools

7. Ease access to funding market

Data-driven and customer-centric 

to our core, we build value for 

institutions across emerging 

markets

Cost Efficiency
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We stack products to deliver a 
platform greater than its sum-of-parts

Integrated Risk Platform

Global Transactions

Intermediate wholesale transactions

• Funding or liability management

• Act as either agent or principal

Improve visibility and risk management

• Actionable, high-resolution management views

• Powerful credit scoring network effects

Integrate technology into existing processes

• Internal, public data to streamline decisions  

• Collect data, refine risk models

Loan 

Origination

Treasury 

Management
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Financial Projections & Key Metrics

$69M

Year 1 Year 3 Year 5Year 2 Year 4

$74M

$92M

$0M

$28M

$7M

$94M

$235M

+403%

Interclear Revenue by Category

NM

1

NM

7

-16%

19

65%

32

Loan / Treasury Products

Integrated Risk Management

Global Transactions

86%

43

EBITDA Margin

Live Markets

Key Highlights

• Early growth driven by 

aggressive “land and 

expand” market entry

• Integrated solutions key 

contributor from Year 3

• Breakeven in Year 4

• Expansion to 90%+ 

margins, 70 emerging 

markets in Year 7
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Founders with proven emerging 

markets fintech experience

Agnes Allotey

Chief Operating Officer

Strategy consultant. Ex-McKinsey, ex-BIMA, 

financial services advisor with CGAP

Tim Burkly

Chief Executive Officer

Senior venture developer. Ex-Jumia, ex-

BIMA, former fixed income sales

Jerome Tabiri

Chief Technology Officer

DevOps engineer. Tech advisor to central 

banks, former CIO at CBG, UniBank
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Our next step: driving pilot sales

Strategic milestones Prioritized opportunities

Build, deploy client-centric loan 

management product in Ghana

Generate revenue, accelerate growth 

through mutually-beneficial relationships

Drive value for customers through industry-

leading global partnerships

Establish Interclear as market leader through key 

software development hires 

Ensure compliance through appropriate legal, 

regulatory, and administrative spend

Local relevance, unrelenting customer focus, and 

committed business development team

1

2

3

4

We are excited to join RevTech Labs and deploy our loan platform pilot!
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